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Anal6hordo- persbnal pronounA,. _reflexive pronp s',_ TO,ative-raonouns- '',ik

. ..f...,

and-delet0 noun_. phrases all stand in the relation of anaPhora-1 or A,
4
1,

. learry'Ag back',to some other-gun'phrae; usually referred to as

the an ecedenttalthoUgh it nee of in every case actually.pfecede

the ot er term of the relation., It 'is one of the tads of grammatical

theory \to describe and exP),.ain.ail relation. In early studies in
b

transf rmat,ioral grammar, it was supposed that a very simrle account

could. .e given-in terms of the co-occurrences of approP/sia,tely

ed icier_ ical NPs in underlying structure *. Thus, sentences such as.:,?,4k1:-

(1a) (4,) were supposed to be derived'respect'ively*by Prpromiralizat

ion, Re lexivization,.Eoui-NP.Deletion and RelatVization from

correspo.ding underlyinz structures resembling (1b)-(4b) (ignoring

tense, e c:), each of which conains a pair of identical NPs.

(1) a. Jo said that he was tired.
-

b. sL EJohn]NP -.

say StNPIJahnLp be tired: Us

'(2) a. Ali e washed herself.

SNP lice wash Alice]

(3) a. Tom' wants to be re-elected.

v) b. sEpETomllp want srlutToM3Np be r je-electedsjsL S

14.1 At that stage of transformational grammar, and in fact until very

recently, it was generally assumed that, apart from certain exceptions

such as ,NPs containing adjectives, which were derived from complex NPs

Jwith the adjective in the' relative clause, underlyinz NP constituents

had the same form, and occupied the same 'rositions, as their surface

count parts.- Given this assumption, it is easy to show, anc.1. in fact

was recotzriAd suite early, that, the relation of ananhora ccnnot be -

explained In terms of mere identity of under3yinc NPs. For, jn 2

(4) a. The man who spoke to Fred was a politician.

b. LIFIRpEPhe maiipsillp[the marhp spoke 'to Fredislapbe a politician'

CD

Ne)
addition to sentences like (1)-(4), the grrimnar 11,As to.aceeunt for

0 ,!).entences like. (5)-(7),, where identical NPS are preSent in the surface

structure ard normally interreted as referring to different 7ersons

kil
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with the same name.

(5)P,aohn said that John.Was'tired.
(6) Alice washed Alice.

P

(7) Torn waits Tom: to be elected.

If und liing NPs resemble surface NPs, these sentences must, derivel

like )-(4), from underlying structures _containing identical NPs.

ces from tie same base structure, some way must be found of

guishing between those base structures with identical 'I'll's, whit

d those which do no, trigger Pronominalization, Reflexivizatio

ui-NP Deletion. For these proceSses at least, if not.fer

sente

dist'

do,

Reiativization, identity of NPs cannot be sufficient.'

Nor, evidently, is it necessary, as is shown by cases of so-called .1:

'Sloppy'identity!:' '(8a) is ambiguous, but it can be interpreted to
1

mean the same as (8b) , and ('a.). means the same as .(9b)..

(8) a. Fred. washed his:face and sQ did Alice.
b..Fred-wasbed his face and Alice washed xvface.

(9) a. Max tried to wash himself and sod, Susan.
b: Max tried Max wash MaXis.nd Susn tries pusan wash 8usanjis

If there are grammatical processes which account for t6se synonymies -7.

VP- or S-pronominalization they cannot be explained, within the

) framework of a theory-w4ch models underlying NPs.qp surface NPs, in

terms of the identity of the.underlying NPs. For at. no ste.g? of the

derivation would the relevant NPs actually be identical. ThA only

.way of accounting for such, processes in terms of NP identity would

be to postulate bede structures resembling (10),and (11)1

(10) x washed .x!s face is true of both Fred and Alice.

(11) x tried, x wash x is true pf both Max and. Busan.

But this.vonld involve giving up the assumption that unclerlying_NPs

correspond in form and position to their surface counterparts, a

point to, which We will `return.

Recognition of the inadeouacy of the NP identity account of .

anaphora ledl.in the Aspects model, to the unfortunate and, misguided

identification of anaphora with coz'eferencp,,an identifidation which,

in one form or another, persists right up to..ithe present. In order,

to distinguish between base structures

and base-struretures for Sentences like'
.

sub:scripting NPs was intluced and the

for .sentences like (1) -(3)

5)-.(?). the device Of

relevant transformations

rt
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made to depend Ion subscript identity rather t an NP identity.' Thus,

*sentences like (1) were assigned base structt -s like (12), and

sentences like C5) base structures like (1 4 Pronominalization

_arta blocked_bywas 'formulated so as to be 'brigRered

non-identical, subscripts.

(1/2 joindNp say be tired

be tired
2

But uhlesspome account could be ,.given of what sub cripts signified,

NP subscripting would be a merely ad hoc device,.i troduced for the

sole Purpose of distinguishing between otherWise entical base
structures without' thereby showing that there is a eal distinctkon

or, ifthere'is, what its nature is. This, is where coreference came

in. One difference between (1) and (5) is that, whereas in (1),
/

on the/ananhoric reading, he is taken to hd've the sai e reference as

John, /in (5) the second John is taken td have a diffe ent reference

from /the first. Soy on the basis of 'a very restric i ed 'range of
/

exaildples such as these, it leiep assumed:that the notion of coreference

would be - adequate to account)fornall cases where trans ormations axe

made to depend on the identity of subscript's. Identic lly subscripted

lips were to be taken as beihg coreferentiall'and differ ntly subscriPt-
,,

(13) sDp,kohnj"- say 4,p_pohn

!ed ones.0,not being cOreferentiall or atsleast not nec ssarily

corel'erentital.

however, if the notion of coreference is taken in the strict

sense, according to which it means that two or more item have the

same reference, and entails-that there is something tp whip h they both

(or all) refer, it is.easy to show that it is neither nece sary nor

sufficient for anaphora; and if .it nt is not taken in this St ict sense,

but is'intended to have some as yet undetertined sense, as it is in,

for' example, Postal (1970,sthe claim that rules involving naphora

.depend on coreference is not a theory of anaphora but merel

insistence that, in the endo some notion of coreference wil, prove

to be adectuate to account for anaphoric phenomena. But if Oreference,

in.the strict sense, is unsatisffctory, and no alternative nation of

coreference is avaiLable, it sed'ins;reasorable at least to ex -lore

the no8sibility of giving tro-corefertnce.q1t9gether as the k y notion
6

in anaPhora and looking elsewhere.

That coreferdnce cannot be sufficient'for anaphora is cal: ar

r,
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from a.well-known examnle -due t

two occurrences of Harry may be
-

th4y were taken to stand in the

would be triggered pff resulti

o Geach (1962: t32), ,:ln(14a) ty14-

Eit-'"1treated as cor5gprential if
4:elation of anaphoral.Refiexivization

111.14b); and in that case, without
f

reso§.
1,,int for

the perfectly-good sentence (14a).
J

(14) a. ()DIY Barry..voted
b. trnly Harry voted-for himself.

There are onlyyWo poasible ways of accounting for (14a1b)-in the
Asrects.modeljoth of -whidh are 'disastrou'forthatmodal. First,

.

Reflekivization could be made optional,and the difference between (14a
and (14b) accounted for bylsaying that in the one case an optional
ruld has weplied and in the other has not. But that woulId conf

r with the assumption that transformattone are meaning-preserving an
unrelated senteces derive from different deep structures.Altarna
the deep structuries for (14a1b) could be distinguished by the use
subscripts, in the one case both occurrences of Harry being.marked

ict

ively

f. ,

with identical subscripts and in the Other with different suhscrip s.
But in that case, subscripting-Could no'longer be treated aa.signilying'
whether NPs ?.ra coreferential or not, and would be -"reduced to the

status of an: ad hoc dodge utterly devoid of explanatory value. . Ho ever,r;,..
if the assumption that,pnderlyinG NPS must correspond in forM and

-position to their -surface counterparts. is given up', it is easy to

represent the difference between*(14a1b). The difference is that
different predicates are ascribed to Harry.; (15a), underlying (14a),

ascribes,the predicate jc voted foF Harry, and (15b), Underlying (14b),
the predicate x voted .for x, and only the latterreflexivizes.

15) a. x voted for Harry is true only of Harry.
, b. x voted for x is true only Harry.

That coreference is'not necetsary in\erderihat two constituents
sho ld be anaphoric hasalready been nointed out.in connection with
the 'sloppy identity' examples, (8) and (9).. But it is also clear
from sentences suph as(16).

(16) Fred wants to buy a unicorn and ride it to work.
b Max dreamed that a leprechaun tried to kill him.

In (16a

subject

corstitu

thing.'

it is anaphoric with a unicorn, and in (16b) the delpted

1; kill is anaphoric with a leprechaun. Yet these anaphoric

ts cannot be coreferential since they do 'not ,refer to any-

ne reason why they ''do not refer is that the 'relevant objects'

5 -

k v
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do not exist. But this is pot,crucial. In these Titences'they need

not refer to anything even .if ,the relevant objects did exist. For

they occur in the complements ot, 'mental' verbs and therefore admit-

of a- non - specific, and hence. non-referential, 'inteiliretatimn.' -Fred,

fo-r-txam-ple,,nr_i-ghttzYtiaa

-suc11---thi
.>

k,--1)11t-just some4unicorm_mx_othAA Yet even o
./non-referential J,Likterpretation the relation of anaphora still holds.

It is worth emphasizing also that' it in 416a),, even on the non -specific

interpretation of a unicorn, is deTinita and contrasts withithe

indefipitf one in (17):, , ,-

0 1

(17) Fred' wants to buy a unicorn d ride one to work. ..

It l's verhans-the efiniteness of it in, (16a), and of other pronoun

in-similar constructions, that has led some theorists to thitk'th
) 4.

.

reference and coreference must, after all, play an essential part.
. _ . .

in anaphoric phit'npmena. However, as we shall see,. an alternative

account of definifeness,and of indefiniteness, is available.

There are numerous o her sorts of entence whose derivation

. .deccend
r

on the occurrence of anaphoric elements, bin to which the

notionof coreference is inapplicable. The clearest examples are

4nterregatiVes and sentences with quantified NPs. .Compare-sentences

such asthose in, (18) with sentences such as those in (/§).
,

(18) it Who washed hiMself?"
,b.1Whe married.hiS (own) mother?

wants to be rich?
.

,

(19) a. Who told Fred to wash himself?
Whosemother did he marry?,

c. Who wants Tom tobe rich? 1

"diffk.ence is that in (18), but not in (19), the reflexive, '

the personal pronoun and the complement subject (deleted in (18)) are

each ananhoric with the irrberroeativeprqpioUn ih subjeCt position. s

But it makes to sense to sneak of the reference of an interrogatiVe'

pronoun, and hence of its.stInding in-the relation of coreference

with another constituen-5... A speaker who utters (18a) is not referring

tb,an7one, as he would be if he utterep, for example, (2a). He is

aski.np to have identified each person of whom it is -type .that he

washed hirrself, and apnroprine answers would be 'Fred', 'Max and

Fred', 'everyone', 'nobody', and, so on. The reply to (18a) may refer
,

to one or a number of 'persons, but the questiorf itself does not make

any refer;ence. Yet, whereas in (19a)Ithe 7eflexive is anaphoric with
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4 Nip l

Fred, in (48a) the only constituent with whio1.2,:it can be anat)htri:e

is who. Hence, in 'cases .of .this sort anaphorkcannot be explained

in terms of_poref.erpnce, , and-Re,1765cliVization cannot be made to depend
,

.

Idantinnl subscripts if zubscript itemtity is to^

signify coreference. Postal -(1972) does mark,interrogatiV_Q pronouns..

with subscripts in oraer to distinguish between sentences.lfie 20a
_

where the personal Pfonoun:can-be-ataphoric with-the intsrrcrcsative

pronoun, and sentences like. (20b), whareit cannot.

(20) a. Which student said he failed the exam?
b. Which student did he say failed the exam?

Bufin the.pbsence of some account .of what .dubacripts mean 'in this

such> context, such a practice is entirely 'ad hoc.
A

4

Of course; the meanings of (18a), (19a) and (20a,1?) can be
/epresented, and the aPpropriaee anaphoric and non-anaphbric relations,

sirnifiedv-if they are assigned respectively the unAerlying structure

(21a-d)
V

.

(21) s. Who is anx such. that x washed*x?' . *

b. Who is an x such-that; for 2 -Fred, x told 2r2 wash 2)?

c. Which student is an x such that x said x failed the exam?

d.'Whi,ch'student is an x such that 2. said x failed the exam?

lint this involves- .giving up the assumption that underlying NPs have

the sarteforb and position as their surfaceccunterparts.

; We now turn to sentences with quantified NPs. As McCawley (1973) r

kaa pointed out, if transformations are to be prevented froth arbitrarily..

,changing meaning, distinct base structures' must be assigned to (22a)

' and (22b). In rarticular, the base,structure underlying (22a)"must

be such as to trigger teui-NP Deletion, and that underlying (22h)

such as to block it.

(22) a. Every American wants to be rich.
b. Every American wants every American to be rich.

If the nhrase every AmlAcan can be said to have a reference at all,

it must he either the set of all Americans, in which case (22a,b)

would have to be intOrnreted quite eccentrically, or the members of

that set. If the latter, it would be intellir,ible, though redundant,

to assign to clifferent occurnences of every American a marker indicat-

inidentity of reference,'but it would be .absurd to assign markers

indicPtie difference of refexoence. Moreover, in this sort of case,

unlike the cases involving proper namea, it is the sentence that does

'7
4

,
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.
not undergo Equi-NP Deletion whope complement subject is coreferent-

ial with the main Subject. Whatever the precise form of the subject

deleted from the; complement of (22a), it cannpt be corefer4tial with
f

the main: Subject. For if it were, (22a) would mean, not that every°
,

American want0 himSelf.to be rich, but that every AmeAcan Wants

every American to be rich; i.e., the sal* as (22b). So, if the.-

notion- of -co-reference is applicable to--sentenCes like (22) , it ha.k

the opposite effect on Eoui-NP Deletion from the effect it has ,in

sentences containing proper names. Corisequently, even if the

diffj2culties raised above for the coreference theory can be overcome,

rules involVIng the relation of anaphora will have to be formulated

t5-,,that in:some contexts they .are triggered by coreference and others

blocked bye it. And that 'is sufficient to undermine coreference as

an explanation 'of anaphora.

As with the interrogative examples, quantified NPs present no

problem fbr a theory, which allows thdt Underlying NPs differ in

'various ways from surface NPs. Thus,,(23a) represents the meaning

of (22a).(tnd signifies the anaphoric r lation between the;subject of

want and the subject of loe rich, and (2 b) represents the meaning of4

(22b) in which there is no relation of anaphora.
a

(23) a. x wants x be riot is true of every American. .

b. x wants every American be,rich is true'of every American.

A furtiax ditelcOtyfor the Coreference theory of aAaphora.,1

raised by quantified NPs with restxictive relatlye clauses -- and
A

some quantifiers, 'such as every and each, allow only restrictive,
,

never non-restrictive, relative clauses. It would be abstird to.

.try to. derive (24a) ft.om (24b), especially if the -6wo occurrences of

everyone are token to be coreferential (as they must be, given that

everyone is a referential-4pression). ,

.
,

.,... . 1 P
(24) a. Everyone who drives a car in Sydney has rocks in his head.

b. jEveryone s[Everyone drives a car in Sydneyls has rocks

r in his head]
S

..

t

For (24b) , if it is interpretable at allo.implies, what is not, implied

by (24a), that everyone dives a car in Sydney. The point of the

relative clnuse is precisely to restrict the class -refeved to by
,.the, subject of the pntence, and to express this restriction iri the

underlying structure it is, necessary to break up the NP everyone in ..

, some such ',fanner as in (25a,b). ..'N. : :

[one
r -7

. f.---,

(25) a. [Every lone lone drives a car 'in Sydney] has ro&ssin that one's head,.
. b., .,:very x such that x drives a car in Sydney has rocks in x's head.

Imm6rimmrimmill
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Note also that iinderliimsEtruoturea lre"(25) are' necessary to

account for thee anaphoric pers'ohal xormunin(24a) since it.obvioUSly

cannot be:dlrived froman Underlying everyone, but only from an

underlying one or x. >

Another problem for the.coreference theory .arises in connetion

with restrictive relative clauses even if the head NP is not quantif-

ied. Consider bentences such as those of (26).

(26) a.cA7cometitor who injured later killed himself.
b.lA competitor who cut his. foot

#

What- the reference of himself in the relative claUse of (26a) and

of his in (26b)? And, since both pronouns are anaphoric, what is

the antecedent with which, on the coreferenge theory,they are

corefprential? Since the antecedent of reflexives .must, in genei..a12

be in the same clailse ab the reflexive, the relative pronoun who,

o'r whatever OCCUDI.DS that pOsition in' underlying structure, must be

the.antecedent of the first -himself in (?6a).and presumably of his' /

in (26b). 'Tut the relative pronoun, on the coreference theory

derives from an :underlying NP coreferential'withi the head NP

a competitor. So, it l'ollows that both the relative.pronolin and the

.other pronoun in.,.each of the relative clauses in (26) are corvferent-

ial with a competitor. But what is the reference of a competitor

in,this context?' If ii refers at all, it clearly must refer to a.

(or the) competitor who injured himself/cut his foot. onsequently,

if a competitor, who and himself/his are referring expressions in

these sentences, they must each be coreferential with the complex n

which contains them, and this in turn must be the coreferential

antecedent of himself in the main clause. That is, given that all

thesimple NPs in (2&a) or (26b) are referring expressiops in those

contexts, they are coreferential with each other and with the compl,OX

Ni' subject of the sentence.

But this e;ives.rise to a paradox of much the same. Sort as)tha.
1

which arises'in' relation to sentences such as (27), and which has

come to be known as the Bach-Peters paradox.

. (27) A boy who was only foOling her kissed-a-girl who really- loved him.

'The search fo'r an 'NP to be the antecedent of him lealls.to a boy .1/110:.

was,opl.yfoolinT her., But this, contains, he ;oronoui her no we rim%

have to look for an antecedent fdr it. This search lends us to a rrirl

who really lov (14121 which irltUrn contains the pronoun him. So any
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attoimpt to find full NPs to beantecedentrfop the-pronouns must fail,

since such NPs would have to be infinitely"deep. This argument has

generallT been used to demonstrate the Impossibility of any theory

which derives rronouns from underlzing full NPs. But (27), ian&(26.a.,b);

are fatal also to:the poreference theory. For if him, the anaphoric
reading-of (27), is to bevel coreferential-antacedent, theremust

be' a referent -which it and-its .antecedent have in common. Todet'ermine
.

,what this could. be, we, must find someone who satisfies the dScription
5
a boy, who was only fooling a girl who really' lovedhim."But this

contains him. So, assuming ms we,are, that him is a referential

exPressibn in this context, its reference must first be established

befOre we can de4rmine who satisfies the de6cription in which

it figures. This is' true in general o ,I' descrintiOns.conteining

referring expressions.. For example,,,sunpose we replace him in the

'above description by some undoubted referential Ti) such as Fred or

the man in thebrown hat. Then, in order to determine who, if anyone,.

satisfies the description° ft F7irl who really loved Fred and hence who,/

if anyone, satisfies the longer ,description of which this is a part-,

we first need tom know who Fred refers to. :But if him is referential

in the description We are'considering, its reference, unlike that of

Fred, . cannot be determine4 independently of determining who satisfies .

the wYlole d'escrirtion in which it figures. Moreover, our inability

. first to determine,the reference of him, unlike a failuPe to determine

the reference' of Fred, is no barrier whatever to oliY-determining wflo

satisfies the descrintion in which it figures. Further,. even if,

for example, John is the only boy who tatisfies-the description, .we
. ,

) cannot substitute John for him in (27) and preserve the tiuthvalue,

as we could if hifn Were a referential expression. This can be shown

by ellsidering the' situation in-which (27) is false because John;

the only boy who was'Noolir7 a girl who really loved him, does not

kiss'her. For there may be some other boy who was fooling a

girl who really loved Johp, and who kissed her, and in that case the

sentence which results from! the sutst;itution of John for him in (27).

would be true. Soo althpugh him can be'ananhoriciin (27), if it is

rnarhorit it is not referential and hence not coreferertial

descP3rtior in whiCh it fi7ures. The same is true of the rropouns

in the relative clauses of (P64.,b).

There is another crass of cases in which anaphoric pronobns are

clearly not r'eferenfin],.hre7hence no't coreferential.with their,'

- 10 t



antecedents. In sentences 'such as (28a,b),'-the singular`reflexive,

cannot'be coreferential with the conjoined, or disjoiried, subject as.

the plural one may be -in-(28c).

(.?8)-a. Join and Fred...eachwashed. himself:
b. Neither John nor Fred washed himself.
p. John and Fi.cd'waahed themselves.

.

possibr6d-iffic uvufel-un

since, if it is ambiguous as between meening.that John washed himae.

. and Fred washed himself end meaning that'they washed themselves ,

oirtly, it is not clear haw this difference can be expressed using

referentiol subsci4ints. In (28a,b) the vrobleM is to account for the

singular refle)eive. If it is coreferential with another NP, that

NP 'must also be Singular. But it is obvious,that neither John nor

fFred alone Is an adequate antecedent 'for himself; If, for vample,

John is taken_ as the antecedent of the- reflexive in (28'a), there it'

no way of accounting for tie fact that.itmt sentence entails Viet Fred

washed himself.. The only course open to the coreference 1Jiearist.

is.to mark himself.with two-subscripts, one identical with that

attached to.John and the other identical with that attached to ?red,

and to.maintain thdt the reflexive is,coreferentialwith each of the

singular NPs in the subject. This-isa natural.consequence of deivirig

(28a) -from a structure dike (29) -by means of i conjunction reduction

transformation 'which., in'thisart Of case-at least, does not require

Strict, but only sloppy, identity of predicates.

(29) JOhni washed Johni and Fred2 washed.Fred2.

But apart from the failure of' this treatment to account :adequately

for the fact- that in (28a) the same predicate is" asserted to hold of
-

both John and Fred-:-a failure compounded by the fact that we can add .

and so did Tom, meaning that that same predicate is baso true Of, Tom

this treatment fails to 'explain how the one occurrence of a singule:r

reflegive can have more thin one reference though it wpuld normally

'have only one. B7 col4trPst. sentences "such as (28a,b) present no '

rOhlem for a theory which uSes'unAerlying bound varfables ar4 is not

mitted to the view'tl-lat underlyirT NPs are modelled on they

snap rolm-.er-,srts nrc, a,,anlgora ts based pn corefererce. ,rnsunh
a

Po) won3d be eeriirPdrrom a ba,se structure rouo;b17 like

(30), i.n wb rh bo{t/Refloyivization ands Cor:inrc..;ion HP6uollinn Pre

mflde aPrlic4hle iiirtue of vPrinble identi,ty.

:1



(30) John is .an x such that x washed x' and Fred is an. x such the.t x
washed' 2E.,

,z
.We may take it, then, that anaphora cannot be accounted for in

terms of the ./relation. of coref.erence between' the anaphoric eleinents -

and other surfap6 NPs or underlying NPs- corresponding closely
heir surface counterparts. Where the anaphoric e

antecedent it surf dze s rue Lure ng

structure are bdth; :referential they are-coreferen.tiali _but there are..

coreferenti4 NPd which "do not 'stand in the relation of anaphora, and

NPs 'stand'ing in the relation of anaphora which are not c.oreferentia.
.TO constt.uct anythint -net is likely to be an .adenuate account of
anan)-wra, it is necessary to postulate underlying structures in which

,the NPs do not- correspord to surface. NPs in either form or position;
in particular, to postulate structures in.which NP positional are
occupied. by bound variables. .Anaphoric phenomena can thenbe
accounted for in terms of NP -identity i.e., vagable identity
without fpouiring the notion 'of reference, or of copeference, to
play any essential, role. For, as we shall' see, yaxrieble binding .d.69s

not dener.id,in any essential way on reference. -

.

togicians,' in -devising logical formEfifor sentences, long ago,

gave -tithe -assumption that. thew NP, constituents, in the logical form

of any sentence must correspond closely in' form and position to their
counterparts in the sentence itself. Linguis s who have recently
come ,to reject the Same assuMption are the -ore following a well-,

established tradition ;It' is sometime said that the' new underlying

structures are more abstract, mode emote from concrete, Surface Sorts,

than the old.. But this. cia misleading, at _lee.st in so far as it
suggests that .thcite are no natural language sentences whose surface
stru- ctures correspond cloSely toklt1Xe new undrlYinc,; structures.',
'Linguists, like logicians, of necessity model their formal 'structures
on some selected..claSS of sentences whose surface structure is taken
as the rtiide .to. the order, number and type of constituents, though /
the pazticula r 'class selected will differ from theory'to theory.

The formal Atructures of early 'transform ti oval 'grammar, like tho'se

of trrA-1.4-1ona7.1 Aristofelian) (Toi-re's7.-end .closely to the

surflacelf-erm of Unmarked. d6c1sirative sentences. The underlying forms,
of r;enere.tive. semantics; and of modern logia-; are more richly .

structured. Itevertheless tliey allso corriesnoria closely to the

'". 12
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.,

strfice stry4u-ies of a certain claws ,of sentences I. in particulai

. ....,

..,

$

tha,-pe which contain pronouns -bound by some other element in the.s,ent-
.

enae. The sentences of ,(31) are of-this sort; those of (32) ''are nat:,;.
. ,.... , . - ...

- -,

(31) a. De : Gaulle est-dl 'mort?
,

,

..-

--... b. The tratn, it is, late. ,,

0. Everyone whbs.i8_a philosopher' As such that he sometimes'I
4 '" .contradicts himself... .

(32) a. Ii estilmort.
.

...,,.=''' b. .John said that she would be'. 'late .

9/* Many pepple iknow'that he Iked".

The rblevant difference is that in! (32) buV not in (31 a lull NP

can be s Ubstituted.- for tae ,--pronoun without making .the;rest.ltant sent-
.

ence .i.11-rormed. Thus the 'sentences of (''.3 )). aorresponding to those

-pf1 (31)-'hut, having a full NP in ,the` -pronoun position, .are ungrammatiCal,
. 4

but 'those of (34) , corresponding ta (32) , are grammatical. ---

'(33).:\a. 4Dp Ozidle est Pompidou wort?
'b. *The train, the ship is late -k .

c. *Everyone who.is-a philOSopher is such that Soctate sametimes
contradicts himself.

(34) a. De Gaulle est wort.
b. John said that Sus-an would be late.
c. Many people know that Richard lied.

The prOhOuns pi* (32) are free i= the sense that fullNPs can be

"freely .iubstituted for them. But thos'eFof (31) admit only of an

anaphoric interpretation because they are -bound by an antecedent;

and this binding is substantially the same relation as that between

binders and variables in'predlic ate logic- and in the underlying

structures proposed by generative semaniticists:

Another way of describing this property of the binding reiation

is discuSted by Keenan (1971:264). Embedieeb-sentences containing

bound variables (pronouns), unlike fully independent, sentences,

not have a truthvalue. They do not express propoitions but specify

predicates. Thus, for example, the constituent he sometimes contrad-

idts hisiself in (31c) cannot, in that context, have a 'truthvalue. It,
would have a truthvalue if he were not bound and had a: definite

reference; but in (310 he is bound. The whole sentence, (31c),

itself has a truthvalue, but no part of it does. Contrast the

embedded sentence' in (32b), where the pronoun is not bound. Assuming

that she refers to someone, an assumotiohwhose truth is .a condition

of the whole sentence, (32b) 1 having a truthvalue, the embedded

sentence expresses a proposition and has a truthvalue in its own

13



right. This. contrast 1.?etweprZ the embedded sentence in (31c) and that

in-(32b) is ca4elyrelated t&the fact that a conjunction of two

aimPle sentenCesieach(contdIning instances of the same variable

within the scopdof.the s4me-binder, is -not a conju4stion of

propositions. but a conjunction of predicates to,form a single cc&ple

Predicate. Thus,' in the' sentence (35) the 'conjunction torras the'
J64,-

complex prea Wate he sometimes gets: confused and Contradicts himself,

and it is this complex predicate which the sentence attributes-to

every philosopher. 'N
)

(35 Every philosopher is such that be -sometibiltx*ts-confuted and
,(he) contradicts himself.

o 2

To see how' a theoiy using underlying bound variables can account

for the yelatiop of mnaphora, let ms-consideif some examples. Follow

ing MeCawley, '(197), the differencesbetween,-(36a) and (36b) can be

explained by assigning them respectivelythy underlying.structures

(3a) and (37b), ignoring tense;-etc.

06) Evety philosopher contraAicts
-b. Every philosopher contradicts every philosopher.

.

(37) a.
.8

b.

V NP
NP. S

3 philelsopher,

NP '

every

s

7
contrdditt

every
/- ,p --...,,,,

NP _ , S
. V,.. r"."------NP

k
philosopher x

every

V

,s3

NP ,

11 NP

, philosopher y

NP NP

contract x y
t

In each case, S2 states the restriction on the qu'antifier and S3

specifies the 'predicate attributed to ever philosopher. In (37a)

'the predicate contains two occurrences of the variable x as clause-

1 4



mate, and it is this that triggers Reflexivization, In since

there is no sub-tree in whi&h the same' v'ariable.occupies both subject

and object position in a single clause, Reflexivizatiorfcannot apply.

In this way the semantic difference between the two sentences, is

captureft and the syntactic difference accounted for without relying

on re_ferential in-dices-signifying-sameness or dilfeience of reference.
_ . .

What the identical variables in S of (37a) signify 'is that if we ,'

take any x, such that x is a philosopher, that x contradicts that x;'

and what the different variables in S
5 of 617b) signify is that if

we take any x, such that x is eaphilosoph,eri that x contradicts eyery

Z such that zis a,philosopher. Unlike the Subscripting device, the

binding of a variable does not signify that it has a definite referen&e,

and hence the .binding of two occurrences of the sane variable by the

same binder does not .signify that there is a definite thing to which

both occurrences of the variable refer. In this sense, identical

bound variables, unlikePidentical subscripts, are not coreferential.

' 'AltAough (37a1b) successfully,identify the difference's between m

,(36a,b), there is one Abjection to trees of this kind. However, it

is an objection which points to a defect which can easily be rectified.,

The objection is that, since S in (37a) iS not within, the scope of
3

S2, and S5 in (37b) is not within the scope o± either S2 or S4, the

variables in S
3

and. $
5

canaot
'
according to the usual constraints on "

binding, be bound by x,y is a philosopher. The variables, therefore,

appear not to be bound at all. .An: ad hoc move would:be to spy that

in cases of this sort the usual constraints do not. apply. A better

move would be to. introduce predicate abstraction operators to bind

the variables. (For a detailed discussion of operators of this sort,

see Thomason and Stalnaker (1973)). Besides achieving .the effect of

binding the variables in the predicate, this modification of the

McCawley trees has the advantage of allowing a unified account of

sentences ascribing the same pre4cate to every, some,or one member of
a class.

.)

Thus, the same predicate,. V1, occurs in th.trees (39a,b,c)

which correspond 'respectively to theijientenes (38a1b c).

(38) a.:1=171 philO;opher contradict himself.

b. Socrates contradicts himself.

c. Only Socrates contradicts himself.

o. 15



0

V
/

cevery?
1 SOMe j

b.

c.

v1

NP

S

.v NP "NP

contradict x

.

,
\.

V NP

contradict x x

NP
de

S

V
'

NP
4 N

philosopher y

NP-
N,

S ocr ates .

3-.._

V: '-'"NP
/ A

only S
...../'

V NP
5V.cl

.....,,

SocrAes8 Y

.. -

li kfP NP
de 1 - I

contradict x x r

Inforial.ly, these trees may be read respectively as in (40alble).

Every (some) individual which is a philosopher is an individual
such that that individual contradicts ihat

Socrates 5,s an individual such that :,that individual contradictS
that individual.

Only Socrates is an lndivianaLsuch that that individual
contradicts that individual.

words, the predicate ia ansuch that :x contrADts x is

in (39a) to every (some) philosopher, in (39b) to socrates,

(40) a.

b.

c.

In other

ascribed

and in (39c) to only:Socrates. No significance attaches to the use'

of the two variablesi x and z, In (39a) other than the fact that

this makes quite exploit, whet isAn any case clear from the structure

of the treat, that the yariables in the predicate, V1, are bound by

the abstraction operator g and it ose in'the complex NP expressing the

16



restriction on the quantifier are not "bound by the abspradtion

operator but by the quantifier in the main clause.

In 09c), only is treated' as a sentential o

example, negation. But, 1 negation, it is

operator but can operate o part of a predicate

the sentences of (41).

(41) a. Socrates only contradicts himself.
b. Socrates contradicts only himself.

This, however,' presents no problem, et least principle Ifor a,

theory postulating underlying structures like those in (39). For .

they allow kor he possibility .of operators su h as only ancOnegation

being placed either in. the predicate position in the main clause or

in a predicate position within a complex predicate. Thus, on the

erator like, Tor.

of alwaysnlfselOential

as for example in

reading in which it beans that bociaes does ndthing butcontradict

himself, (410 can-be assigned the underlyinggtructmre (42).

(42)
A

2.'
`S Socrates

111)

only S,,2

/ITi'' ?\1107-NP
t

contradict x x

iV

.
Of-6ourse only, unlike negation, is probabAy not a primitive

predicate but rather one which derives from and

In that case, it' will not appear in sema

and consequently (39c) and (42) will not be sem

erlying

tic representations,.

tic representations.

They do, however, represent remote structures underlying (38c) and

(41a).raspectively, and that is sufficient for Present purposes.

Using the device of abstractlpn operators to bind pvedicate,

variables, the differences betWen.(36a1b), represented by MCawley:

as the differences between (37a1b), maybe represented byMeans of

the differences between (39a), which underlies (36a), and (43), whiAh

underlies (36b). Similarly, (14a,b) mays be assigned thunderlying

structures (44a1b) respectively.

17



V ----"e'-"..""'"IIP

I 1
every ,,% . s

V
NP'. hs'N,S

.,-/ .,
9 - %/V.

/
NP.,_

philosopher -7.7.

x.0"A

every

i I

S.

/vim NP NP
,

contradict x

NP
IMP

B
philosopher 'sw

That is, every- z such hat z is a philosopher, is 'an x such that

4 every wl,such that w is ,a philosopher, is a z such that x contradicts

Or, less folvai,ly: every philosoiher is an individual 'for whom every

philosopher Srs ,an . individual that he contradicts. -

(44)

That is

v NP

only

P.

-fig

SZ./
v NP

-s

. S Harry
J
V,', NP NP

% /
vote for x 7

Harry

Q

only Harry .is an x such that Harry is a x. for whom x voted.

'Only

Hallry

NP' `NIP
I

vote for zc x

That is, only Hairy is an x such that x voted for xi._ In this case,

like the others which identical bound variables appear in the

same simple cla9e Reflexiirization applies obligatorily. In 'all

dtber cases, ReflexiW.zation fails to apply because its structural

descripti9n is not met. It is .easy to see how trees- of thi6 scat
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can be used to account not only for the operation of Ret1-ex3iiation

but also for Pr nominalization and EqA('-NP Deletion "ot the asis of.

identity of boun' variables, thereby avoiding the troubles-that arise

fqx accounts tha turn.on the use of referential indices. For example,

the underlying se antic representatidn for (16a) would be (45).

(45) S

V
Fred

/'
war,Lt

Si

NP
/ \
x , S,

.-......V '%Ni$
\

a unicorn.

Bal s
°/11..NP 7;-1-,113-"""'NP

/ at:

buy \ x ride .x
' to work

Equi-NP Deletion deletes the subject, x,. of the two lowest Ss.

because it ts idontical with the .subject of the main V of the

predicate. A unicorn is lowered into the position occuplediby

in the first of the two lo/est Ss, and the z in tile second of .these

two Ss is replaced by a pronoun because it is,identical-with'the

variable whose place is taken:by. a unicorn. Thild, the application of

, these rules does, not assume that there is something being referred

by theepronoun or del!ted Np, as is' assumed by,aktheory using referent-
,

ial indices. Note afso that it is the'non-specific and hence son-

referential reading of a unicorn in (16a) that '5.2 represented by (45).

This is a consequence of the fact that a unicorn occurs in the tree

within the scope of want. ,The specific, or referential, reading

can be represented by a tree similar to (45) except that-a Unicorn

and the operator z are placed above,' and outside the ,.scope of, the

predicate want.

**'

We noted earlier the difference between (16a) and (17) and the

fact that in (16a);, even on the non-specific reading, the definite

ronoun it occurs; and it was suggested that this is partly respons-

ible for the view that reference and coreference must in some sense

be involved in any adequate account of anaphoric phenomenEfr However,

4



the definiteness of the pronoun'in such contexts is a direct consequence!
of deriving it from anlvnderlying bound'va'riable. It is irrelevant

% a
whether the position occupied by the pronoun is-a referential one or

. not. All bound variables are definite in the sense of 'carrying

back' to a particular antecedent-or binder. Thus, far example, (45)-

as to 'be understood as meaning (46), if .which the demonstratives

preceding the bound variables make explicit the fact, that they are.

definite.

(46) Fred .s an x such' that that x wants a unicorn to be a such
that thatx buys that y and that x rides that y to work.

Contrast (4-5) with (47) , the underlying. representation oP (17)1'which

is to be read as (48).

(47) `

//

r

4

V

and.
. V

\S

NP

Fred

8- **
a

4

.4 .

.unicorn. aunicorn
/

. NP &%J

buy x

: V. NP NP

rialriC7Zoilk x \
. .)

- (48) Fred is an x such that ihtt x wants a unicorn to be a y such
that that x bliys that ;77-717.a.a unicorn to be a z such that,,
that x rides that z to work.

Here, as in (45,46), the bound, variables are definitel-but since there,

. is, not a second occurrence of the bound variable the rule which ,

Substitutes a ,definite pronoun for a variable cannot apply., 'Instead,
,

a different rule inserts the indefinite one into the position

occupied by the bound variable z, the condition for this operation

being the double occurrence of the fup.1 NP a unicorn in appropriate
positiOns in the tree. -It.may be that a more adequate representation

would separate -the indefinite article from. unicorn, in (47) and treat .

it as a higher predicate similar to some and -,very in (39a) -- a trept
.

ment which would accord nicely with the account given in Perlmutter
(1970) where one and a(n) are argued to have the same source -- but

2 0
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whatevermay be the details of a satisfactory account of lindSkying

indefiniteness; it is clear. that definiteness can quite. naturally be

represented in-underlying structure by means of the independently.
.

motiiated device of bovd. variables. .
V 0

f

Definiteness is represented in surface structure not,pnly by

Aefinite pronouns but'also by the definite article and demonstratives.

In certain sentences, such as '(49a), there is free choip.e between

these'thre,e ways of expressing definiteness, and in each case .the

surface definiteness derives from the underlying definiteness of the

71110-""

bound variables (circled) 'in (49'1.
that man that book

(49) a. A man bought a book and later. the -man read the book.
he it.

b. A man is an x such that ,a book is az suckthatOread

Poi sentences such as this, where appropriate indefinite NPs are

present, .thelge is no ,diffi=culty in giving an account of the defint

NPs 'in the surface structure. The indefinite .NPs are associated':

with underlying binders', and tn. relation of binding accounts for the,.,

definiteness of the efinite NPs. ,'However, there are seatences such,..4(,

as (50 in" which there re definiVetPs but no appropriate elementi

to associate with underly binders.

,(50) The man bought a book.
He .

manj

How is the definiteness to be accounted, for in these cases? The

definite NPs in'(50) are just as much in need of an antecedent as

those in (49). 'The difference is that whereas in (49) the binding

is effected by something in that sentence, or its underlying structure,

in (50) the binding has to be effected from outside the sentence.

The subjects in (50) 'carry back' not to something expressed earlier

in that sentence but to something eipressed in an earlier sentence

in the discourse or supplied frva t4"e extra-linguistic context. Thus

the demonstrative or the pronoun can be used in, a context where the

speaker points to a man who can be seen by the audience. In that case

the pointing stand's in place, of (roughly) I am pointing to a man, -.

which contains th apbropriate indefinite NP. Likewise, the .definite

article or the pr noun can be used in a context which includes an'

earlier sentence such as John saw-a man and a woman, which also,

contains the appropriate indefinite NP. Sentences such as (50), then,

are not a problem for a theory which accounts for definiteness in
c
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terms of underlying bound variables; they simply dxsw attsntion to

the need for loth a discourse analysii and an 'account of the role.
9 4 h

of,pragmatics in a grammar. An adequate account of the underlying

representation of (50) will have topostulate an external binder of

the form a man is an x such -that ...; and it is this external,binder

., which accounts for the presupposition'carried by (50). The existence.
/

/

of a man is presupposed, notNasserte&I because thP binder is not

;
part of the sentence 'and becausete same externai:'binder is required ,

'

....

by thee negation .of (50).
v

A consequence of what iiis just been maintained is.that definite
. I

articles, demonstratives,and definite pronouns do' not occur in:

semantic representations but are introduced transformationally.- . r
A fortiori, definite articles (or their ,counteXpliptl'th logician's 1.

do.knot bind yariables,in semantic repreientatipnia The only binders

44

area predicate Abstracts and quantifiers,inclxding .one, two, some,

every, etc. Thug (51) is not the semantic' repres'entation of (50).
!

1

4 NP" I

"he 'y "V,

V NP man
a book ,

V NP NP
7 /

buy x z
/

The variable z in (51) is bound from outside the tree (presumably

(51) will have to be embedded in a laXger, discourse tree); and since

1.is bound the is redundant.. However, we can Mir convenience

sometimes treat trees. like (51) as if they were semantic representat-:

ions, bearing in mind that, strictly speakingl, the does not bind the

variable but only serves to indicate that there is an external

binder. With this in mind, let us now consider some sentences of

the sort. discussed in McCawley (1970, 1971) containing definite NPs.'

McCawley discusses pairs of sentences such as (5261b) aiad -.accounts

for their synonymy by deriving them from a common underlying structure

like (53). .V0

(52) a, The one who. saw the burglar shot, him.
b. The one who saw him shot the burglar.
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( 53) S1

i\NPx1 N': x2

The e who saw x2 the burglar
it)

'In dealing with quantified NPs,McCawley uses bound variables, xa etc.,

and treats the, quantifiers as higher predicates. In his account of'

sentences such,as',(52a,b),'"which contain definite NPs, he uses

subscripted symbols,to indicate that they are constants, not variaaes

-- i.e., symbo"ls having, specific reference ---Aand'he treats 'the

definite NPs not as hipher predieates Dui as external NPs --, i.e.,

NPs originating outside the S into which they are ultimately lowered,

where,the lowering is detetkined la the subscripted sypbols in the.

lower S aria. attached to_the..5mtetnal NPs. The,synAlaymy of (528:;b

is explainda by the 'fact that (53), the 'common unaerlyin6ebruceure',

., permits two differeht orders of 1°16/bring. To get (52a),'the externa%,

NP marked x2 is first shiftedinto.the position occupied by x2 in

.
the external, NP marked xi, and then that ATP, is lowered into the

-positidn occupied by xi in ThisThis leaved the position occupied by

x
2

in S2
unfilled,/and inconsequence it showsupia surface structure

as the pronoun in final position in (52a). To get,(52b), the two 1'

external NPs are moved into the positions in 82 occupied respectively

by x1 and x2. This leaves the position occupied by x2 in the NP

lowered, into the x..1 position unfilled4 and in. consequence it 'shows

up.in surface structure as the pronoun in the relative clause of

(52b).

There are several objections to this way of accounting for sentences

like (52a,b), all of which relate to McCawley's use of constants

rather t1 an variables. First, since4x1 and, x2, in S2 are not variables

but symbols with specific reference, S2 is not a predicate expression

or a propositional functionbut, as McCawley says, a proposition, i.e.,

something which has a t'ruthvalue as it stands and is not in need of

having its argument places filled. 'Hence, (53) is a very strange

semantic representation including a propositionitogether with an

NP coreferential with the subject and another NP coreferential with

the object. The strangeness derives from the fact that, if x1 and Xg

in S2 really are constants --.expressions with definitb references



'and. S external,..-really is a propdpition, the exteal NPs are unneceit,sary.

Moreover; the lowering operation will really' be a logical inference,
. . t

.4 N

rather-than a derivation of a sentence from its semantic. rei#esentat-

ion, in which two NPs are substituted for two otherUNT.S on the
1

grounds of coreference. If the external NPs are to be esse
,

tial\

parts of the. semantic representation, theiF functiOn must bOhat of

specifying the referetee of the*tymbolt occupying subject ancobject
,

positions in-S2; and.in that easel-those symbols are Variablelwhich

'- the external NPs bind. Secondly, if S2 is a txopoeitiOn rathe*than

'a predicate expression, there as a problem of accounting for whyi

. appears to be intuitively obvious, namely that p2a1b) attr te'c.

the same, predicate to their subject as (54a) attributes to, s an
, . v

obvioudness which is reinforced by the fact that (52a,b) c be ip
..,,

of a itliger-sentence such as (54b) in which-the same predicate is
.. .-

attributed, to one specified person and denied of everyone else.

(54) a. Everyone who saw
the burglar, shot hiMl.

thim shot the burglarJ.
10The one Vlho saw the burglar shot him3 but nobody else did.

LThe one who saw, him shOt the burglar

The problem for McCawley's treatment is. that in the quantieiedicases

the argument - places in the predicate expression are occupied by

variablei, but in the definite NP cases they are occupied. by constants,

with the-result that the embedded ,S is a proposition not a predicate

e xpression. The'sentences of (54) argue strongly for-an accounts

according to which the same predicate expression can appear in the

semantic representations underlying both'sentences with quantified

NPs and sentences with definite NPs (including proper names).,. As

suggested above, such a unified account is 'possible if predicate

variables are bound by predicate abstraction operator s and the variab-y

lesr if any, in the external NPs are bound by quantifiers. (See (43))4

An al4ernative account of (52a,b) along these lines will be offered

below.

A related difficulty with McCakey's .treatment of sentences with

11definite
NPs is that he assumes, what proves to be false, that'all

ATP positions in such sentences are referential. This pbjectlon has

beeltworked out in two papers by Karttunen (1969,1971'). Considering

sentences such as (55):, Karttunen shows (1971) that they are not all

unambiguous

(55) a. The
b. The
c. The

and synonymout as would be predicted by McCawley's account

pilot who shot at it hit the Mig that chased him. 2 4
pilot who shot at the Mig that chased him hit it.
Mig that chased the pilot who shot at it was hit by him.
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Pt

On XeCawle7's treatment, the three segtences

from a single underlying rewesentation, like

ly be synonymous -and ttnambilpOus.

(56)' S

"NP:
r

of (55) would all derive

(56), and wouTd acbording-

the pilot who
xi .hit x2 . shot 'at

.

:.X2

the/Mig that
chaped

.

The differenC* petween (55d.lb) is explained by the fact that NPrxi

can be lowered into the xi position.in:82 and. NPix2.intO'the,xi

position (resulting:in-(55a)) o t NP:x2 'can be shiftedirito the position

occupied by x2 in Ng:mi and that. NP then lowered into the,li position

S2 (resulting in (551)). The.delivation of (550, involves the

passivization of S2, the insertion of NP:x,i into the pobition.of xi

in NP:x2, and the lowering of that NP into the x2.bosition in the

passivi zed Sg. However, Karttunen argues that (55b1c), though

unambiguous, are not synonymous, and tht (55a) is ambiguous, having

. one reading in which it is synonymous with (55b) and one in which it

' is synonymous with (55c). his requires that there should be two

dit.tinctunderlying representations associated with the sentences

of (55).'

4,

Essentially yrhat)Earttunen's argument amounts to is this. The

subjects of (55b ,c) are both definite descriptions and therefore

require that there is a single object which satisfies the description.

But since the two descriptions are different, either one could be
y

satisfied in a situation in which the other is not.. Thus the

d6scription which forms the subject of (55b) is satisfied so long as

there is a unique pilot who shot at the'(one) 1i that chasedahiM. .

This allows, that there may be many pilots each of whom was pursued

by a single Mig "(whici may be the same or different for. different.

/ /Snots), but it requires that there should be only one such pilot

who shot at the.Mig pursuing IA. The subject of (55c), however,

requires that there be a unique Mig that chased the (one) pilot who

shot at it; and this allows that should be many Migs shot at by a

single pilot (the same or different for different Migs) as long as

there is only one Mig that chased the pilot who shot at it. Now
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suppose that of several pilots, .each of whom is chased by only one

pilot A is the orty-one who 'shoots at the Mig that chases him,

and that Mig is X. Then the subject of (55b) is satisfied; the pilot

satisfying that description is A and the 114g that chasecl him is X. .

Moreove, the suMect of (55b) would still be satisfied by A if %here

were several-pilotsother than A who shot at X, as long. as none of them

is a pilot chased by X. In that situation, A would ,still be 'the, only

pilot who shot a-rtheMig that chased him. Howe'VeritsuCh,a situation.

*mad not satisfy the subject of.(55c). Since X'isssupposed to be

-Shot at by several.pilotS, there is no such i5ersan.al; the.pilotwho

shot at X, and inconsequence X cannot be the. Mig who' chased the pilot.

who shot at it Further, t4ere'may be lag suet Mig at all, .since :there

may be no Mtg. that was shot at by a single pilot. InIthitimase,;(550

would be neither true nor false, but (55b) would have a truthvalue

and would be true if A hit X and false if A Missed X. Ina differen

situation, (550-could. haveZtruthvalue and (55b) be neither true nor

false. Suppose, for example, that of several Migs, each off' whom, is

shot at by only one pilot, Mig 7:is the only one that chases the pilot

who Shoots at it, and that pilot is B. Then Y satisfies the. subject

of ('550) and B is the pilot who ahot at it.- Moiseover, Y would still

satisfy the subject of (550 if there were several other Migs that

chased B, as long as none of them was shot at by B. But in this

-pituation, where B is chased by several Mize, B cannot be the pi ot

who shot at the _Mig that chased him and cannot therefore sittiary

subject ofj55b). And since there need not be any pifot chased by-

only one Mig, (55b) could fail to have truth value 'while (550 'was

true or false. It follows that (55b1c) cannot be synonymous. (55b)

requires that there be at leait one pilot chasedby only one Mig, but,.

this"is not required by (55c). On the other hand, (550) requires that

there ..be at least one Mig that was shot at by only one plot, but this

is not required by (55b). By similey considerations, Karttunen shows

that (55a) is ambiguous and that on one reading it is synonymous with"

(55b) and on the other synonymous with (55c).

What Karttunen concludes from this is that., while some positions_

occupied by pronouns are 'purely refetentickl'i others are not; and 4e

argues that there must be two sources for-pronouns in semantic repres-

entation, one giving rise to referential, and the other to non-
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referential pronouns.' Tn iDarticular,the positions%oceupied by the

indices in the external' NPs in -Q'%) cannot both be referential,. and

.the non-synonymy of (55b,c) is, said to be due to the fact that one

derives-from an underlyingirepresentation in which the position.

.occupied by x2 in NP:x1 is referential and that occupied by x1 in

NP:x2 is non-:referentiall and'the other from an underlying represent-

ation in which ihe situation is the reverse. Following the McCawley

account of the semantic representations of sentences like (55), the

underlying representation for (55b), and (5'5a) on one reading,- would

have to be something like (57a) $ and that for (55o) , and the other

reading of -(55a), something like (57b), where indices indicate

referential positions and the pronouns occupy non-referential positions.

CO) a.

hit X2
the pilot who khot
at. the Mig that
chased him_

172x
cthe-Mig that
chased x...1

NP:41 NP:x2

the pilot who tie Mig c aced
x
2 shot at x

ms 2 the pilot who shot at it

IF

This would upset the,McCawley program of deriving pronouhs from

underlying inditei. For, in order to get (55b) from (57a), NP: x2

must be pronominalized to it, and in ordeis to get (55o) from (57b),

NP:xl must be pronolina4zed to him.

A similar case leading to a s.inilar conclUsion is discussed in

Karttunen-(1969). Whereas, sentences such as (58a,b) presont no

problem for McCawley's analysis -- 'they can both be derived ,from a

common underlying structure like_(59) there is a problem with

`sentences such as (60).

(58) a. The man who loved Mary kissed her.
b. The man who loved her kissed Mary.

(59) S

kissed x
2

NP.c x2

the man w o Mary
.loved -2
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(60) The man who loved his wife kissed her.

On, Cawley's account, (60) would derive from a semantic representat-

ion ike (61) and would be synonymous with (62) since there are two\

ways in which the-external NPs can be lowered into S2-..

(61)

S/..P..-- NP:
....0."'".4.

. .

1,1524.....,,,

x xkissed
1

x2 the man who xi's wife -
loved x2

(62) The man who loved her kissed.hrs wife.

But it is doubtful that (62) can be Interpreted in the appropriate

way, its most natural interpretation is that in which her refers to

some independently identified person.not identical with the mants.wifei

o Moreover, (61.) requires that all NP positions be, referential, including

the NP his wife in (60). Butt-az Karttunen shows, his wife in (60)'

cannot be purely referential. Suppose, for example, that only one

man in a given universe of discourse loves his own wife and that that''

man is Harry and his wifeis Meryl, but that. Mary is also lovead by

John. 'Then, in that context, (60) asserts that Harry kissed Mary.

However, though we can conclude from (60), given the facts of the

situation, that Harry kissed Meryl-we cannot substitute for his

wife ih.(60), for that would give us a sentence who subject is

the man who lovediMary, a subject which, in the situation in question

is not satisfied since, because Mary is loved by both Harry and John,

there is, no such man as the'man who loved Mary. The NP'the man who

loved his wife means the -Own rife- lover, not the man who loved A,

where A is some independently speCified person. SO his wife in (60)

is non-referential in much the same way as himself .is non-referential

..in (14b) -and (18a), and this is fatal to McCawley's.account of its

derivation.

As with the previous case, Karttunen concludes that if we areto
give a McCawley-likeexternal NP account of the underlying representat-

ion of (60),'it will have to be'like (63).

(63)

NP. x

kissed x2 the man w so wife
loved his wife

28
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From this we can derive (64) directly, in which the two occurrences'

of his wife, the first non-referential and the second referential,'

have different sources; and from (64) we can derive (63),provided there

is a pronominalization rule allowing the second occurrence of his wife

to be replaced by her under the.donditien that it is an NP identical

with an, NP earlier in thesentence.

(64) The man who loved his wife kissed his wife,

But-this not. only upsets the McCawley program of-deriving pronouns

from underlying referential indices; it also raise's again.all.the

problemsmentioned earlierasseciated with any aocount of anaphora

that turns on NP identity. Fe/ it is clear that the derivation of

(63) from (64) cannot be.made to depend on the mere identity of the

two occurrences of his wife. There is a reading of (64) in which

the second occurrence of him wife refers to some independently

identified person and does not in any sense carry back to the fir'st

occurrence. Somehow this reading must be distinguished from the

reading according to which (63) can be derived; and since the first
, -

occurrence of his wife is non-referential .this_cannet be achieved by

the use of referential indices.. Thus, Karttunen's revision of

,McCawley's semantic representations is not a solution of a problem

but a reductio ad absurdum of that sort of account of-the derivation

of pronouns. Nor is the trouble confined to pronouns; the same sort

of point can be made about deleted NPs, as in sentences such'as (65).

(65) The man who wanted to win broke his leg.

Suppose that there is,in some universe of discourse, only one man who

. wants to win and that man is Max. But Suppose also that there is

another Man., George, who also wants Max to win. Then we "can infer

from (65) and the facts of the situation that Max broke his leg. But .

although. Max wanted Max.to win, he was not the only person who wanted
) Max to win. We cannot, therefore, substitute Max for the missing

subject of win. Max is the man who wanted to win, but there is no

such person as the man who wanted Max to win. Consequen yl. the posit-

ion of-sutlject of win in (65) is not referential. pOints can

be made about reflexives in certain contexts. The problem discuised

by Karttunen, then, is a central and impOrtant one which any adequate

theory of grammar must solve. It is net a peripheral issue which can

be left until supposedly more central issues have been cleared up;
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.

Karttunen's conclusion that there must be two sorts-of-protomina17.

ization arises from the supposition that there are referential indices

in semantic representations. His objection to McCawleyis not that

there are no referential indices in semantic representationg, but

that referentialsindices cannot account for non-referential pronouns.

We have seen, hoviever.,hat referential indices are not required to

account for definite NPs since definiteness is a property of bound

variables. We EaVe also'argued,t4at referential indices, or constants

in trees such' as (53) would render te. eternal NPs superfluous;/ and

from this it follows that, since the external liPs are not'aUperflioug

but are in fact essential parts of semantic representations tat

sentences containing definite NPs, referential indices cannot oceur

in semantic reprEsentations, at least not in the, way they do in (53).

The question to considerinowl-IWIm6, ig whether, if referential indices

are dispensed with altogether, a unified account of the derivation of

pronouns can be given in terms of underlying bound'variables.

One'encouraging sign is the fact that, ,15y means of bound. variable0

and the notion of scope, it is a relatively easy matter to account for

so-called sloppy identity such as in-(8a).

(8a) Fred washed his face and so did. Alice.

This sentence is ambiguous. On the non-sloppy identity-interpretation,

according to which it means that Fred and Alice 'both washed Frees.
_face, the semantic representation is (66a), and on the sloppy identity

interpretation, according' to which it means that each person washed

his/her own face, the semantic reprepentation is (66b).
,

.
(66) ,a.

/S

A #°"...ELNP F/ s. ,'. ..1 A, Fred

- V 4..

8 .Alice

v-
an(

s
4

V NP NP 'V NP NP
/ /- 1/ \

wash 'x x s.. wash y x'8 face
face

That is, Fred is au x such that Alice is a z such that, x washed x
and-2: washed x'sface. Both Fred and Alice washed Fred's face.
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andr- ;#
V.. NP_,

Fred.

/V NP NP
wash x x s, face

That is, Fred, is an as such that as washed as's face and Alice

such that x washed. Lei; face. Fred.-washed ba own face and

.washed, be own face. In (66a) , one Predicate 'abstract is
scope o e other. Hence, in order to keep track oik. the
it is n cessari to use distin.ct ,syMbolt.1, But in

neither _predicate abstract is. Within the scope of 'the, other Hence,

there is no need to use distinct symbols.' If distinct symblas were
used, this would have no theoretical significance, an fhe, .use :of the

same .sythbol in both predicates makes it typograph4all'y cle4r that

the two predicate expressiOns are identical, i.e..; 'bh.at" the same

predicate to wash one's own face it attributed. to both Fred and Alice.-

Another. instructive case is the ambiguous sentence (670,

w

(

* cane be taken to mean the same .as either (67b) or (67c)

(67) a. Oedipus, married his mother but Laius
b. Oedipus married his -mothar but Laius didn't marry her.
c. Oedipus, married his mother butjJaius didn't marry his (mother.

Orr the one reading, (67a) asserts that Oedipus married Jocasta but

Talus didn't 'marry Jocasta. That O the reading expresse. by (67b).

On- the other reading, the one expressed by (67c) , (67a. means that

Oedipus.married his own mother but Laius didn't marry his own mother.

On both readings, a predicate is ascribed. to Oedipus and withheld from

Laius. The difference is in the character of the predicates. On

he redicate is marry Oedipus' mother (= marry

jhoelrtcastas): 6l pon theise6on.drea4ing it is marry one's. own 'mother (It marry

Ocs,.....s:_ta). Given that Jocasta is Oedipus' mother, we can infer fronv

both readings that Oedipus married. jocasta, but only from the first

that Laius didn't marry Joc sta. Adequate semantic representations

for the two readings will have to be consistent with these logical

factp. This adequacy condition is met by the two 'semantic representat-

4.Ons (68a,b) where (68e1) represents the Meaning equivalent to (67b)

and. (68b) that equiValent to (67c).
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(68) a. S.

5)\ iNP.Oed pus
. S .V

V

Laius

V S

and -tel
NP
/

marry x w

NP
I

NP

z V. NP NP
t 1 /

mbther x
S

I

V
rot

That is, Oedipus is an 2s, Lalus

such that x married w and z did

S

V NP

marry y
/
w

is a.z, the z who mothered x

not Marry E.-

I
and V 3 NP

Xr1 Oedipus

/
NP NP
/

marry x. y

not
v

z/f
^/11.

NP

V NP Np Y

motlier z
/

x
/ SA \
V N_ P ,NP

marry x Y

is a w,

NP

Laius

NP

N

Z/ V NPR NP

motherpmother z
/

x
/

That is, Oedipus is an x such that the .z who mothered x is a z such

that x married z, and it is not the case that Laius is an x such that

the z who mothered x is a z such that x married zc

trees' (66) the NP x's face was left 4:1 that form bepause

a more detailed 'analysis was not relevant to the point at issue. But

in the trees (68) the NP_x's mother is unpacked into its more



elempntary components; it therefore appears as an external cotplex

E2 whose head NP,, al is assumed to be bound externally as dig-cussed
. -

above In this case, the binding, is achieved..not by a piece of

-earlir discourse but by the background assumption, shared by speaker

and hearers.that'for, every person, x, there is one and only one person,

y, such that y mothered x." In a context where this assumption was'not.

shared, successful communication would wire a more explicit way of
.

binding the variable. In (68a) there is only one occurrence of the
A

binder x; different symbols for the other binders are used because
A

they are within the scope of x, and ,if different symbols were not used

it would be impossible to keep track of the binding relationships.

ButA.n (68b) there. are two occurrences of the same symbol c; this is

possible because each is outside the scope of the other and ihere is-

in in ,consequence no difficulty U. determining' which variable is bolliad

by which binder. By using the wme symbol twice in (68b) it is possible

to represen% typographicallythe fact that in thdt tree the same

predicatt is specified twice; in one half. of the tree that predicate'is

ascribed to Oedipus and in the other withheld from Laius In both

trees wellformedness considerations require that the NP the'z who

mothered x be lower in the tree that = Oedipus because it contains x-
which has to be within the scOpe of its.binder ot For the same reason

the NP the z who mothered x in the right-hand half of (68b2/6ust be

laWer in the tree than Laius. However, in (68a) the respective heights

pr Laius and the z who mothered x is .a matter of indifference; the

edicate below the binder kin' (68a) is equivalent to the predicatq,
'A

wAobtained by interchanging yLaius,and the z who mothered x and and .



The derivation of (67a) from both (68a) and (68h ) is quite

straightforward. In (6be) the repetition of marry to ether with its

Object w triggers either VP deletion, yielding (67a) when the external

NPs are lowered into their respective positions, or 'pronominalization'

of the secon4 occurrence of w, thereby yielding (67b). In (sab.),r
since the whole predicate is repeated, the second occurrence can b

deleted entirely, thereby yielding -(67a). Alternatively, if the

second specification of the predicate is not deleted and the external

NPs all lowered into their respective positions, the result is (67c),

, in which the second occurrence of mother is optionally deletable.

Note. that there is no pos ibility of deriving (67b) from (68b) or

(67c). from (68a). The pronoun her arises in. (67b) because there is

only one occurrence of the complex external NP meaning the z who

mothen4x in (68a)l'and the second occurrence' of his arises in (67c)

because there are two occurrences of the complex external NP. In

(68a) the complex NP can be lowered into only'one,position, that

occupied by the first w; the other w must_ therefore be deleted or

pronominalize to her. But in (68bp both occurrences of the complex

NP can be lowered, thereby filling not only the object position after

the first occurrence of marry but also that after the second occurrence

with the phrase his mother. This is the source of the two occurrences

of his in (67c).' Note also that the logical-inferences mentioned

41

above can easily be accounted for. In (68a) the only mother referred

to is the mother of x, i.e. Oedipus' mother (=J caste). Thus it

follows from (68e)that Oedipus marriedherhtLaius didn't. But in (68b)

there are two mentions of the mother of m, and in one case Oedipus is

x and in the other Laius is r. So, given that Jocasta is Oedipus'

mother, it follows that Oedipus married Jocasta. tut in.(68b) nothing

is said about the relationship between Laiuth and Oedipus' mother.

sing trees of the same general sort as thosp in (68) to express

underlying, semantic structute, it ie easy to account for ambiguous

sentences such. as (69a), whose-two meanings are exprpssed by (69b,c).
ear

(69) a. Only Oedipus married his mother.
L b. Only Oedipus married his mother; nobody else married her.

c.-Only Oedipus married his .mother; nobody else married his ,

3.4 (mother).



The ambiguity in (69a) is similar io that in (67a). In both cases

it is stated that Oedipus marrieci.his mother; the difference is in

what is denied. In (670 it is denied that Laius married Oedipus'

mother/his-own,mother., In .(O9a) it is denied .that anyone other than

Oedipus married Oedipust.mother/his on mothk-. Assuming that only,

is not a aiimitive Predicate, but one which derives from an underlying

...and...not..., the two readings few (69a) are represented by (70a,b),

the first representingthe)(69b) readiiag and the second. the (69c)

reading.' (If only;were a primitive predicate, it is hard to see how

the ambiguity could arise)4
5

NP

NP S

z/,
I

mother z, x

NP"
. \
Oedipus

T,
and AN

V NP. NP

marry x y

V

not
......../ -m,,,....-

one V NP
'la/ \ , NP ../.

1 /*Si S
no L, voe<ip NP

1*....

7 jp NP "/ \ I

marry w Y
./.

identical u x

That is, Oedipus is an x, the ,z who mothered x is a 1.1 such that x

married g and no u that is no.' identical with x is a w such that w

married g. The variable z Is assumed to be externally bound as explain-

ed above. The variable u is bound by the quantifier one (= a(n)), which

is treated, like all quantifiers, as a higher predicate. It is an

easy matter to construct a tree semantically equivalent to (70a) in

which the quantifier,is every andthe negation is inside the scope of

the quantifies. The-question whether,both kinds of tree should

beitreated'as semantic representations equivalent to each other, or

-whether one should be treated as derivative from the other, is left

open here. The distinction between the two readings of (69a) can

''
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be expressed in essentially the same way whether every or one is
taken to be the quantifier in the semanti representations of the
two readings.

(70) b.

SV

and

V NP JirA// NS not
S

///1
d/ 1 one

mother
z x

z-

moV
NP NP /

V

NI;V NP NP
A

,NP S
urmarry x y

NP

Oe1dipus

V NP NP/ I

identicalu x

^/V NP
Y\

NP...#. NS

\
z/ /

- 7 NP NP
S

V NP NP Maher I .j
/ 1 I

marry lw y

That is, Oedipus is an x such that the z who mothered x is a y such that
x married_z, and no u that is not identical with x is a w such that
the z who mothered w is a y such that w married y. As pointed out
above, the choice of symbols for binders arbitrary and has no
logical or semantic significance as long as the, correct binding
relations are kept track of. In (68b) it was possible to achieve
typographical identity in the two expressions oT the one predicate.
In (70b) this would also be possible if and were made the. top V and
Oedipus occurred in both parts of the conjunction, as shown in (71).
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L

(71)

and
NP A/Y

Oedipus -w

NP S
I' N

not
S j ZIN

NP NP "rir

-1\ mOlther\z \x
one

marry x y

NP
1

( Oedipus

..
. S

V NP

,
marry x

.
1

Here the predicate ascribed to Oedipus and withheld from anyone not

identical with Oedipus is expressed twice iik typographically identical

ways. But the dOuble occurrence of Oedipus, in P1) is a serious"

disadvantage sin de the tree does not provide for any vayof showing

that both occurr nces are to be interpreted as referring to the same

petson. For this reason (70b) is preferable to. (71). In (7014 since

,
one of the NP'popitions associated with the ptedicate identical has t

be within the scOper of 5.?, it is not possible to express the two

accurrences.of the ptedicate ascribed to Oedipus and withheld .rom

everyone el6e in typographically,identical ways. In one-caseh the

Subject position of marry and the object pOsition of mother are - a

occupied by th4 symbol x,. and in the other 1y the symbol w. The other

positions can J.12 both cases be eccupiee by the same symbol since z

in one predicat is outside the scope di z in the other and each.

. occurrence of yassoutside the scopetof the other. In these cases,
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is d matter of indifference whether the same or different symbols

a e used. It is only in the case of the subject of marry and the object

of mother that the requirement of keeping track of the binding relations

necessitates the use of different symbols. This, however, has no

semantic. significance. Despite the typographical difference the same

predicate is expresSed in, both places. Expressed informally, the

predicate in question is: is an individual who married the woman

who mothered that individual. In (70b) this predicate is asserted

to hold of Oedipus and den,ied to, hold of any other individual. The

essential difference between (70a1b) is that whereas in (70a) only

the,mother of.Oedipus is mentioned,-in (70b) there is mention both of

the mother of Oedipus and also of the mother of anyone we care to select

who is not identical with Oedipus..

Thp derivation of (69a) from both (70a) and (70b) proceeditas

follows. The first'stage).s to derive (72a) from (70a) and (72b)

from (70b).

(72) a. Oedipus married his Mother, and nobody not .identical with
Oedipus married her. '

b. Oedipus married his mother and nobody not identical with
Oedipus married his (own) mother.

The devtivation of (72a) results from the lowering of the external NP
1t--z who 2

mothered'x into the position occupied by the left of the two

occurrences of z. Then the other shows up as her. In (70b), since,

there are two occurrences s-of the external NP z who mothered x/w, both

y positions get tilled by a full NP, thereby preVenting her from 4w

appearing in surface structure. And since in both cases the object of

mother:is identical with the subject of marry, xin the left occurrence

and w.in the rig t, the object of marry, in both cases, shows up as
his mot in su face structure. Thi's is the derivation oib, (72b).

From bot (72a) and (72b) we can derive (69a) byinsecting only in
place of he ..1. and...not... We can also derive the ambiguous (73)

from both (70a)land (70b) by fairly obvious transformations.

'(73)z,Qedipus mai.ried his mother but nobody else did.
4 4

The ambiguity in (73) is due to the fact that do can stand in for

the secnd ockutrence of parry+object in both (70a) and (70b). (On
the accIUnt of.21on-stative verbs given in Ross (1972), do-would be
present above rr in both undetlying structures and would show up

in (73) as a re ult of the dele3tion under idItity of the second



) occurrence of marry+object in each case). In both (69a) ad (73),
it is only the derivation from (700 that allows the substitution,

given that Jocasta is .Oedipus' mother, of Jocasta for his mother.
On the reading represented by (76b), hismother is not a purely
referential Phrase.

If bbe.ampunt just given is correct, wo have shown that sentences
such as (69a) can be derived 'from two distinct underlying stnuctures,
representing respectively the referential and the ,non-referential

reading's of his mother, without having to resort to a rule of
PronominalizatYori of the sort'envisagedby Karttunen. The question
for us to tack10 now ia whether a similar sort of account is possible ;

for the sorts of sentenc disspssed by Karttunen, (55) and (GO).
Pollowing the' sort of examples we have been discussing., let ud

-consider the derivation of (74), which raises the sae issues as
Karttunen's sentences.

(74) The man who Married his mother outlived her.

his sentence presupposes that one and only one man (in a given
universe of discourse) married his mother, and it' asserts of him that
lie outlived her. Let us therefore .approach the derivation of (74),
by,.iirst considering how to derive (75), in which the presupposition
f (74) is contained as an explicit assertion.

75) Only one man married his mother and he outlived her.

In both (74) and (75) the phrase his mother has to be understood
non-iieferentially. Given that Oedipus is the' only person (in a universe .

of\discourse) of whom it is true'that he married his own mother, and
tha Jocasta is Oedipus' mother, we cannot substitute Jocasta for
for his mother in, either (74) or (5). To do 'so. would be to introduce:
a n w prtsupposition into (74) and a new assertion into (75) -- the
pres pposition/assertion that only One man married a particular
wom , Jocasta and this would 'changb the truth-conditions of
both sentences. The immediate problem, then, is togive an account
of th derivation of (75) which explains why, in this context, is
mother not only can, but must, be' taken non-referentially. Sucifan
account is reasonably straightforward if (75) is assigned the
semantic repx,esentatioe (76).

1'
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That is, one whowho is a man is an x whose mother is qa w such that
x married w and x outlived w, and no t, not identical with x is a
whose' mother is a w such that z married w.

Prom (76) we 'Can derive' (7744 which is equivalent to (75) 1 but
we cannot derive the nonequivalent (77b .
(77) a. One man married his mother and outlived her and nobody elsemarried his mother. .

b. Only one man married his mother and. 'outlived hbr.

Z

To Get (77a) we apply Con.lunetion 'Reduction to the 'S :dominatingthe two predicate expressions mrjrz±2yvy and outlive x w and obtain,.the complex predicate expression marry ,andi.siutlive x W. In thatt -caseLc"'the transfonation' which introduces only in place of., .. ancl ... not..., 4



:Ls blocked, since the complex predicate ascribed to one man is not

identical with the predicate denied to hold of any other man. Hence

if Conjunction Reduction .is' applied as desqibed, the only sentence

that can be derived is (77a). The Sentence (77b) could be derived

only from a semantic, representation differing from (76) In having *.

the predicate outlive in the right half as well as the left half of

the tree,. The derivation of (75) from (76) prOceeds as follows.

Conjunction-Reduction forming the predicate marry and outlive x w

is not applied. 'Instead, onli.ls inserted in place of.

On the ground that _there is a predicate which is ascribed to one man

and denied to hold of any other, the predicate marry+object which

after external NP lowering, is marry his mother (where his mother is

non-la.eferential).. The insertion of Only thus leaves the predicate

expression outlive x w separate from the predicate lexpression

marry xy, and in consequence it shows up in (76) 'as he outlived her.

The two external NPs, y who is a man and u who mothered -x, are

lowered respectively into the subject and object positions of marry,

and the variables associated with outlive become lie and her by virtue

of being identical with the variables replaced by the external NPs.

Thus the derivation of (75) from (76) Ghows how his mother can be

at oncenon-referential and the antecedent of the pronoun her.

. It remains to'be explained why (75) is not 'aimbieous, why his

mother cannot have a referential reading as welf,gg-ite non-ref,rential'

onel'as it does, for example, in' (Oa). If his mother could have k

referential interpretation inn (75), there-would be a semantic

representation differing from (76),in the same Way: as (70a) differs

from (70b), from which (75) could be'derived. There can be no doubt

that (78) is a-well-formed semantic representation; the question is

why (79) but not (75) can be derived from it.

4 o
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(79) One man married his mother and outlived her
married her.

and nobody else'

The impossibility of deriviRg (75) from (78) has to do with a

constraint, which it is not easy to state,. on the replacement of

constructions by only. That, there is such a constraint
is, clear from the fact that, although (69a), in which the subject is ,

a-proper name, allows a referential as well as a non-referential

interpretation of his mother, (800 allows only the non-referential

interpretation and cannot, therefore, derive from the same, base as (80b

Wa.Only one man married his ,mother.

b.One man married his mother and nobody else married her.

The crucial difference between (69a) and .(80a) is ,the quantifier

one following only,. This sugge,
4

that there iS'a constraint blocking'
4
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the replacement of by 'only in certain derivations

where the top predicate is the quantifier one'. Nb attempt is made
,

here ;to- state the constraint; it is siMply'assumedthat there is

such 4 constraint,'-and that iteexplains,why.(75) cannot be-derived

ifrom (78)14.e. 'why (75) is not ambiguous.'

Finally, we return to <74) . The essential difference between

(74) and (75) is that ,what is presupposed in (74) is explicitly

asserted in (75). On the thesis proposed earlier, presupposition

is essentially related to the'notian of external binding. Sentences

containing definite descriptions or pronouns with no explicit
. .

antecedents vere accounted for by assuming external binders supiaied

either from an earlier part of the discourse or from the extra-.

linguistic context. If this sort of account is satisfactory it

follows that the only difference between the semantic represen.6tion

of (75) and that of (74) is that is the case of "(75) the semantic

representation (76) is to be thought of as a sentence tree whereas

in the case of (74) it is to be thought of as a discourse tree.

. That is, from the part of (76) which means only one man married his

mother - i,e., the part which, relative to (74), is external

..4,L we derive the subject of (74) - the-man who married his mother. -

This gets inserted in the position occupied "Oy x, the subject of

outlive, and w, the object of outlive, becomes her as it does in (75).

The details of this derivation may be complex, but there is in

principle no difference between (74) and (75) in respect of the

question why his mother is non-referential and at the same time the

antecedent of her. It follows that, at least for sentences of this

sort, there is no need to give up or restrict the claim that pronouns

derive from underlying bound variables.

43
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